
UNREALIZED POTENTIAL IN FOREIGN FACTORIES

Harvard Organization Review brought the attention of corporations for the topic of unrealised potential in overseas
factories. Ferdows preaches.

What I see in electronic trading on a global scale is a trend towards a growing concentration of market players.
These products could not exist without electronic trading. Are charges, cheap labor, and lowered logistics
costs greatly leading to bottom line? What are some of the innovations you see the most in electronic trading
in Hungary? Smartphones are used mainly by private individuals to check their account balance and to see
how their trading positions are performing. What are some of the biggest challenges in implementing
electronic trading? The retail fintech segment is no different from any other segment of information
technology, in that it faces the same challenges. Electronic trading is when two counterparties interact
electronically, starting with the request for a quote or the placing of an order through to the routing of that
order, its execution and confirmation of the trade. Electronic trading typically represents lower trading
margins, therefore banks focus on higher volume. Nearly half of the retail trading volume of the BSE cash
market comes from electronic channels and its share is growing moderately. How do you see electronic
trading evolving on the Budapest Stock Exchange? But with new regulations in place, and especially after the
shock of the credit crunch, the larger international banks implemented stricter rules to manage trading
counterparty risk and as a result the importance of international settlement institutions has grown significantly.
Some banks provide the option of electronic FX trading to corporate clients, but in a segment such as the
Hungarian forint market, automated quoting is limited in terms of trade size, and as a result, larger trades are
still made using old-fashioned methods such as telephone or, in the case of major clients, Bloomberg or
Reuters terminals. In Hungary, financial institutions are also investing heavily in information technology, but
the two trends are to a large extent fundamentally different. He spoke to the Budapest Business Journal about
the state of the Hungarian electronic trading landscape in a global context. While many players offer online
Forex platforms aimed at retail customers, electronic trading on stock exchanges is still very concentrated.
Some products are different, however. The lack of benefits coming from charges, low income, and lowered
logistics costs seem to claim that these alternatives may not be the best alternatives to get corporations to
approach their very own activities overseas. Apart from trouble in the banking sector, why are Hungarian
banks not innovative in the field of electronic trading? Why are corporations not tapping into their full
potential overseas? Being a tiny piece of a giant global ecosystem of interbank trading, Hungary is inevitably
an adopter of international practices. Managing counterparty risk in near real-time in such a high-volume
business is crucial. It has primarily been used for transactions of liquid and standardized instruments;
however, it is now being implemented in markets where counterparty risk is a key issue, using risk
management functionality. What is the role of mobile platforms in electronic trading? Trading and hedging of
exchange traded funds are also essentially electronic. These securities are traded primarily electronically on
platforms such as Bloomberg, which only requires a small upfront investment from banks. The problem is
further aggravated by an underdeveloped investment culture in Hungary. What is the share of electronic
trading on the Budapest Stock Exchange? Recent U. An establishment not executing to the most of its
functionality will damage its own efficiency. Retail electronic trading is used more for smaller rather than for
larger transactions, but this may change in the future. In my experience, the scope of straight-through
processing means that electronic trading offers a significant advantage that has yet to be fully realized in most
markets. Market makers are providing liquidity for the BETa and the investment certificate markets.
Hungarian interbank trading is mainly driven by international practices.


